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(2012-09-23 14:47) myself:

oh wait it's the middle of the night. I got a request
from vice magazing to do an interview, btw. I told
them I'd talk to my PR consultant first :) Here's what
they've written:
Dear the Dread Pirate Roberts,
I am acting as an intermediary for Hamilton Morris of
Vice Magazine. He would like to do an interview with
the Dread Pirate Roberts, or the owners of Silk Road.
I'm sure he will be amenable to using a secure chat
solution, such as OTR, PGP, torchat or CryptoCat.
You can Google Hamilton Morris to see some of his
work. He is very smart and respectable and I'm sure he
would only have excellent questions.
You can reply to me here on SR, or OTR on jabber
ageisp0lis@jabber.org (same SN for AIM), ageis on
freenode, or e-mail me at kevin@ageispolis.net using
the following GPG public key:
http://ageispolis.net/kmgpubkey.txt .
If you are willing to set up such an interview please let
me know. I told him I would do him the favor of trying
to get him in contact.
--ageis
…

(2012-09-23 14:49) cimon:

Dude, God is putting on a lightning storm the likes of
which I've never seen. Can't even hear myself think
over the constant thunder. I'm amazed I've still got
power.

(2012-09-23 14:50) myself:

sounds awesome

(2012-09-23 14:50) myself:

don't let your computer fry
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(2012-09-23 14:50) cimon:

I have two spares ;)

(2012-09-23 14:58) cimon:

Nobody has ever regretted not doing an interview; lots
of folks have regretted doing one.

(2012-09-23 15:00) cimon:

A problem I have with any type of interview is it ties
you down, or could, in areas you want to remain loose.
Are there one or more of you. Are you the guy who
started the site, or the third or forth operator. Problem
is areas where we want misdirection are the hardest to
do, as pride makes yhou want to say yeah, I started it,
nyah, nyah... but security says you should claim
otherwise. It get's tough, and guaranteed at least one or
more major mistake will be made during the process.
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